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Abstract
This paper takes a close look at the semantic import of Êdo verbal units. It compares them with the resulting semantic output of the combinations. It is our conviction that an accurate interpretation of the semantic units and the general morphology of a language can lead to discovering the ways in which the native speakers of any language view and interpret the world. This paper seeks to discover how the Êdo native speaker patterns common concepts through a morho-semantic study of the internal structure of Êdo verbs. The study re-examines Agheyisi’s (1986) analysis of re as a post verbal free form in Êdo and asserts that, contrary to Agheyisi’s claim, re is a full-fledge verb in the language with specific verbal features ([±]), a distinct semantic interpretation and participates in transitivity alternations like every other verb of its kind in the language.

1. Introduction
The Verb Phrase is a symmetrical projection of the headword, V. The verb has generally been referred to as the sentence predicator. Chomsky’s (1986) tetrachotomy features identify the verb with the features [-N, +V]. Parametrically, languages are permitted to freely choose the appropriate constituents and lexical units that combine with the head word in phrasal projections. Êdo verbs seem to select varying categorical lexical units. Such units can either be verbal, nominal prepositional or simply an affix. It should be interesting to determine whether the verbal element in Êdo is a single semantic unit or a combination of units. The meaning of verbal elements derived from such combinations need to be further analyzed to determine if one unit depends on another to derive the appropriate meaning designated by the verb in question (Amayo,1976). Omuruyi (1986) broadly divides Êdo verbs into two groups: Action verbs and adjectival verbs. Action verbs unlike adjectival verbs cannot undergo transformations. According to this study, a third group consist of verbs that are partly action verbs and partly adjectival. Agheyisi (1986) in turn, splits the Êdo verbs into bi-morphemic and multi-morphemic verbs. The former are interpreted, as complex verbs while the later are compound verbs.
2. The Edo Verb

This section of the paper focuses on the internal structures of lexical units that constitute the verbal projection in the Edo verb phrase. The following examples show simple verbs in Edo:

1. a) mú ‘carry’
   b) rhíé ‘take’
   c) kpáá ‘lift’
   d) gheé ‘look’
   e) lé ‘cook’
   f) zé ‘choose’
   g) rhú̀o ‘boast’

The verbs in (1) are said to be simple verbs because each constitutes a single lexical unit and cannot undergo any further morphological or semantic divisions. The verbs in (2) are complex verbs (in the sense of Agheyisi 1986). They are bi-morphemic and consist of a combination of a verb and a nominal element.

2. a) gheé + ègbé > ghegbé
   look  body  admire
   b) rhíé + ùlé > rhíùlé
   take  race  run
   c) kpáá + ègbé > kpàègbé
   lift  body  rise
   d) zé + èdú > zèdú
   choose  translation  interpret

The verbs in (2) are underlyingly a combination of two semantic units. The result of the combination surfaces in the like of the verbs in (1) that are a single morphological unit. An analysis of the meaning of each lexical unit at deep structure conveys a profound meaning that is not immediately evident at surface structure. Unlike the morpho-syntactic relations between the verb and other clausal constituents, which can easily be identified and analyzed, interpreting semantic relations demands the knowledge of the native speakers’ worldview. Such semantic interpretations rely more on one’s competence in the socio-cultural and sociolinguistic choices of the native speaker. For instance, rhíé ‘take’ is a transitive verb that takes a concrete object complement. rhíùlé ‘race’, is an abstract nominal. The two lexical units in combination result in rhíùlé ‘run’. rhíùlé reveals the general perception of ‘flight’ for the native speaker of Edo. An
individual doesn’t just run, one engages in it. To engage in a race, it is either the individual involved is running after something, or away from something or somebody. A race is therefore, inherently conceived as a competitive activity. The native speakers’ conception of ‘run’ is that of somebody engaging in a competition. Thus underlyingly, ‘to run’ for Edo native speakers is to take (something or somebody) on a race. The transitivity alternation of *rhi* is therefore fulfilled when the verb appropriately takes the nominal *ulé*. *rhiule* can therefore be interpreted as a phrasal projection with the head V, subcategorizing for an nominal object complement as shown below;

```
  rhiule
   / \ 
  V   N
  rhi  ulé
```

All the verbs in (2) can morphologically be analyzed as *rhiule* above, understandably with appropriate semantic differences. The verbs in (3) below are derived from two distinct verbs.

3. a) *dò* + *rhie* > *dòrhie*
   secret   take  steal

b) *gba* + *kheé* > *gbakheé*
   tie   wait  waylay

c) *mü* + *rré* > *mürré*
   carry   come  bring

d) *ru* + *khoó* > *rukhòó*
   do   evil  err/sin/ill-treat

e) *sì* + *kòkó* > *sikòkó*
   pull   gather  assemble

f) *yèè* + *rré* > *yèrré*
   recall  come  remember

In (3a) *dò* ‘secret, combines with *rhie* to derive *dòrhie* ‘steal’. In English, the word steal principally relays an act of taking another person’s property wrongfully. A stolen item is that collected unobtrusively without the permission of the owner. To the native speaker of Edo, one steals when he/she takes something surreptitiously. The secrecy surrounding the act of taking permits the agent to deny having performed the act of taking. *gbakheé* ‘waylay’ in (3b) is more
semantically loaded than its English translation of ‘waylay’ (to lie in wait with the intention to attack). gbà ‘tie’ portrays the traditional system of setting animal traps among the Edo people. Usually, a long flexible stick is firmly pinned to the ground near a suspected animal track. A strong rope is tied to its tip, pulled and connected to some heavy contraption. Once the unsuspecting animal enters this device, it unknowingly sets off a hook that releases the high-tension rope, which snaps, suspending the animal to the end of the stick. The animal usually dies in that position. If an Edo person intends to trap an animal, he/she does not only pin and ‘tie’ the trap rope; he/she also ‘waits’ for the animal to come by. gbàkhèe as a semantic unit hardly gives away the deeper meaning within the two words from which gbàkhèe is derived. m̀ùwré ‘bring’ in (3c) comprises two verbs: m̀ù ‘carry’ and r̀re ‘come’. The idea is that for some one to bring something, such an individual performs two activities: he/she comes to the speaker, bearing the requested item. s̀ì ‘pull’ and kòkò ‘gather’ combine to realize sikòkò ‘assemble’. The thought of ‘assemble’ is to extract desired items and bring them together. So again, we have two activities: extract (pull) and gather that yield ‘assemble’. Our last example is like (3c) given that r̀re ‘come’ is one of the semantic units that together with ỳèè ‘recall’, forms yè̀r̀re ‘remember’. So the act of remembering involves recalling something that happened sometime in the past and proceeding to bring back such memory to bear on the moment of speech.

(3a-f) each portrays a single verb at the surface structure level, designating a single activity. Inherently, this activity constitutes two separate consecutive actions that occur consecutively at the deep structure level. Interestingly this combinatorial output forms the native speaker’s semantic concept of the single verb. The dominating V' is a complex head word

```
V'       
\    /    
V   V
```

The syntactic ordering of the verbal units that project into V' (as shown above), can be interpreted within constructions in which the predicate of a clause consists of two or more verbal elements, generally referred to as serial verb constructions. Verb serialization is a prominent feature of the Kwa group of languages to which Edo is a member. (We return to verb serialization in section 2.2 of this paper).

A rather simple observation that is obvious from (3) is that compound verbs in Edo consistently describe two activities with the first verb modifying the second. Agheyisi (1986) recognizes two
types of compound verbs: verb + verb as shown in example (3). She employs the data in (4) to illustrate the internal structure of the verb-particle verbal combinations.

4. a) ṭyọ̀rẹ́ < ṭyọ̀ (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘wake up’
   b) yèrẹ́ < yè̀ (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘remember, recall’
   c) fùrẹ́ < 1. fù̀ (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘be calm, peaceful’
   2. fùù̀ (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘to comfort, to calm down’
   d) twòrẹ́ < two (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘descend, dismount’
   e) yàrẹ́ < yà (v) + rẹ̀ (part) ‘shine, brighten’ (of sun)

In her analysis, ‘…the root morpheme is the free from which the compound derives its meaning. The suffix morpheme generally has no precise meaning, but typically conveys a vague deitic meaning…’ She attempts a distinction between re as a post-verbal free form, re as a co-verb and re as an adverb. An adequate interpretation of this lexical unit requires a detailed semantic analysis of her conclusions. We turn to this immediately.

2.1 re as a post-verbal free form
The transitivity alternation of the root morpheme in her example (24 and 25) represented below as our example (5 and 6) permits it to be followed by an object NP. According to Agheyisi, the re affix is isolated as a post verbal free form.

5) Ozo yè̀ eni mè̀ re
   Ozo recalled name my ?
   ‘Ozo recalled my name’

6) ëkò fiù̀ òzò̀ ëgbé̀ re
   Lagos makes cool Ozo body ?
   ‘Lagos is comfortable for Ozo’

A closer look at (4-6) reveals that for some strange reason, Agheyisi chooses phonetic symbols over standard orthography to present her data. Our suspicion is that her preferred form of
presentation impedes the full semantic interpretation of the morphemes involved. We view (5-6) within the general semantic combination of two related events within Edo syntax. Edo compound verbs are morphologically conditioned to derive conjoined clauses, which could be syntactically and semantically autonomous, for instance;

7.a) gbà + khèè > gbàkhèè (you) tie + (you) wait

tei wait waylay

b) sì + kòkò > sìkòkò (you) pull and (you) gather

pull gather assemble

The literary translation of the verbs in (4a-e) and (5-6) indicates a process of movement towards the speaker. For instance, the native speakers’ conception of ‘remember’ involves a process of recalling an event or something that happened sometime in the past and proceeding to bring his recollections(s) to bear on a current situation. Such a situation is understood to be occurring in the presence of the speaker. Put differently, the event is remembered and transported from the past to the present. The movement is [+ Speaker oriented]. Viewed from this perspective, (5 and 6) encodes a [+ speaker orientation] movement. Once comfort is interpreted as progressive appreciation of the Lagos environment by Ozo, the [+speaker] oriented movement of a pleasant perception is obvious. The approximate semantic and morphological lexical item in Edo that encodes the re interpretation is re ‘come’. It can rightly be said that re in example (4, 5, and 6) encodes movement that is [+ Speaker oriented]. If such movement can rightly be interpreted as ‘coming’, then Agheyisi cannot be correct in her conception of re as a post-verbal free form. Our semantic interpretation of re is supported by Edo complex verbs, which are inherently morphologically conjoined.

2.2 re as a verb and co-verb

Once we have sentences or phrases that serialize verbs, the first verb in the series modifies the second verb. For example;

8. a) Uyi sá àmè rrè

Uyi fetch water come

‘Uyi fetched water’
b) Iyen lélé Enósá rrè
   Iyen follow Nosa come
   ‘Iyen came with Nosa’

c) Iyen lá úgbó rrè
   Iyen pass farm come
   ‘Iyen came through the farm.’

Agheyisi correctly interprets rrè in (8a-c) as ‘come’, which is a full-fledged verb modified by the first verb in the series. The status of rrè as a verb could change once given a different semantic interpretation. For instance;

9. a) Úyi rhié ùlé rrè
    Uyi take race come
    ‘Uyi ran here’

b) Ozo tié Amèzé rrè
    Ozo call Ameze come
    ‘Ozo summoned Ameze’

c) Nosà hí ikeké rrè
    Nosa climb bicycle come
    ‘Nosa rode on a bicycle here’

d) Iyen mì omonò rrè
    Iyen carry baby come
    ‘Iyen brought the baby’

The paraphrase of the clauses in (9) relates conjoined activities. Examine (10) below.

10 a) Ózó la úgbó re = Ózó la úgbó + Ózó re
     Ozo pass farm come
     ‘Ozo passed through the farm + Ozo came’
b) Enósá hìn íkéké re = Nósá híí íkéké + Nósá re
   Nosa climb bicycle come
   ‘Nosa rode on a bicycle + Nósá came (here)

As Agheyisi rightly observes, the second verb acts as a dietic modifier of the first verb. It is the
second verb that semantically specifies the directional orientation of the activity designated by the
first verb. The conceptual relationship between the main verb and the co-verb is what leads
Agheyisi to tag the second verb as a particle. She employs the data in (11) to justify her claims.

11. ó tyé re Ôzo’ = ó tyé-re Ôzo’
   ‘He called-come Ozo’
   ‘He summoned Ozo’

Her (11) ignores both transitivity alternation and the role of the subject NP in Edo clauses. She
interprets re as an affix morpheme to tye’ with no precise meaning. This interpretation leads her to
conclude that re is simply a particle. It is this reading that motivates her proposition of the
Particle Movement Rule in (12) below,

12 a) S
    /    
   /     
 NP    VP
     /    
    /     
 V     NP
     /    
    /     
 N     V
     /    
    /     
 Özo’ la úgbó re

b) S
    /    
   /     
 NP    VP
     /    
    /     
 V     part
     /    
    /     
 N
     /    
    /     
 ó tyé re Özo’

c) S
    /    
   /     
 NP    VP
     /    
    /     
 V     part
     /    
    /     
 N
     /    
    /     
 ó tye Özo’ re
(12b), expectedly should exhibit a complex VP head with two V heads rather than the head V taking a particle complement. Our argument is that (11) is structurally identical to (10) as shown in (13)

13. Ṫyé Ŭzó = Ṫyé Ŭzó + Ŭzó

‘He summoned Ozo + Ozo came’

Once re is correctly interpreted as ‘come’, a verb that maximally projects to the VP, and syntactically follows the NP (Ŭzó), within the clause, her particle movement rule proffered in (12c) above, becomes irrelevant.

3. The Edo Verb and the feature of Bi-directionality

Transitivity alternation within the Edo verb phrase permits the head verb to determine the semantic relationships that exist between the verb and its object complement. The lexical features of each verb reveal the verbal argument structure of the verb and the lexical relations that exist between the head verb and its phrasal projections.

This section of the paper employs the Binarity Hypothesis in the analysis of Edo verbs. Universal Grammar (UG) assumes a range of structural variations across languages and specifies two open value choices for every natural language. A natural language either has or does not have a given parameter. These two value choices have been referred to in the literature as Binarity.

3.1 [+ Speaker Orientation]

Verbs in clausal constructions are known to specify the action of the nominal in subject position. The relationship between such a verb and its verbal complement (if any) has both semantic and morphological idiosyncrasies. We attempt an analysis of Edo compound verbs set to reveal the semantic relationship the verb has with the components in subject position of the clause. In (14a-e) below, the verb rre ‘come’ is combined with other root verbs and the morpho-semantic output is analyzed in the light of the data in (4).

14.a) yò + rře > yorré
go come arrive

b) mů + rře > můrre
carry come bring
c) ̀de + rre > dérré
buy + come > purchase
d) ̀si + rre > sirré
pull + come > crawl
e) rhù + ̀tul + rre > rhùl̀rre
take + race + come > come with a run

Once rre is correctly interpreted, the semantic import of the resulting compound verb is unambiguous. Simply put, the action specified by the verb is embellished with a directional orientation i.e [+] Speaker Oriented. Here, movement is specified to be towards the speaker. Hypothetically, two points exist. (Point X and Point Y). Assume the speaker to be at X, the action expectedly moves from Y towards X. (a type of right to left movement). Agheyisi interprets re as a meaningless particle. This paper claims that this interpretation of re as a semantically meaningless particle is faulty.

In (15) below, we present compound verbs that constitute the root verb with a verbal morpheme that is semantically opposed to rre in (14)

15.a) mu + kpa > mukpa
    carry + go > remove
b) saa + kpa > saànkpa
    jump + go > jump away
c) khi + kpa > khiànpa
    walk + go > walk away
d) tin + kpa > tinkpa
    fly + go > fly away
e) rhùl + kpa > rhùlékpa
    run + go > run away

Unlike rre in (14), kpa means ‘go’. The root verbs in (15) can be employed to issue orders (Imperatives). kpa indicates the direction of movement the action of the root verb is expected to adopt. If we follow our two-point hypothesis, the speaker, in this case is assumed to be at X and the action moves from X to Y (left to right movement). To the native speaker, kpa represents departure from the speaker [- Speaker Orientation].
Notice that each verb that constitutes a part of the compound verb retains its transitivity value in a clausal construction. The compound verb simply designates two activities in a stretch. Structurally, the Kwa group of languages exhibits this verb serialization feature. Expectedly, it is the action designated by the first verb that is qualified by the second verb. Universally, such languages are termed Head-First languages as against English-type languages that are Head-Last. In (16) below, we interchange verbal heads and observe the semantic output of such head swoops.

16. a(i) mu + kòkò > mùkòkò
   carry gather ‘cater for’
   ii) kòkò + mu > kòkòmu
      gather carry ‘carry together’

   b(i) mu + lèrè > múlèrè
   carry hide ‘conceal’
   ii) lèrè + mu > lèrèmu
      hide carry ‘steal’

   c(i) lèlé + kpaà > lèlékpaà
      follow go ‘go with’
   ii) kpaà + lèlé > kpàlèlé
      go follow ‘follow’

(17a-c) shows that the meaning of an Edo compound verb is dependent on the lexical ordering at the deep-structure level. Put differently, the head word determines the semantic interpretation of the verbal combination.

The above conclusion becomes suspect in the light of the data in (17) below where a swoop in the position of verbal units leads to an ill-formed output.

17.a(i) saan + fi > sanfi
      jumb throw jump into
   (ii) fi + saan > *fisaan
       throw jump

   b(ii) si + rre > sirrè
       pull come crawl
   (ii) rre + si > *rresi
       come pull

   c(i) fian + gbe > fiangbe
       cut join bless
   (ii) gbe + fian > *gbefian
       join cut

   d(i) yo + rre > ýórre
       go come arrive
   (ii) rre + yo > *rreyo
       come go
Languages that have the feature of serializing verbs respect the inherent order of cause and effect. For instance, if Osarro is said to have ate yam, cooked yam and bought, these activities will be serialized following their natural sequence of occurrence (Osaro bought yam, cooked and ate it). It is this natural sequence of consecutive events that the native speaker of Edo will recognize as having been violated in (17a-d). When the verbal combinations in 17(ii) above are isolated, each is capable of being grammatically employed in a clause. The components of complex verbs can also swoop positions. In each of such cases, focus is on the component that is being modified by the other.

4. Conclusion
This paper set out to analyze verbal units and their resulting morpho-semantic outputs. The study reveals that Edo compound words inherently represent two related events that are morphologically conditioned to derive conjoined clauses which otherwise are syntactically and semantically autonomous. The paper has shown that both the transitivity alternation and the syntactic ordering of serialized verbal units must be respected to avoid ill-formed derivations in Edo. Evidence from our analysis shows that re is not a meaningless particle as claimed by Agheyisi (1986). Our morpho-semantic specification of re and our [+Speaker orientation] interpretation is evidence to our claim that re is a verbal unit that does not only exhibits discrete lexical features but participates in transitivity alternation as well.
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